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Presenta(on Outline
• Where to begin?

• The powerful secret.

• Iden/fying types of literature.
• Grey literature.
• Inclusion and exclusion.

•
•
•
•
•

Annotated bibliographies.
Organizing ﬁles and folders.
Case example – Surf tourism.
Case example – Thai geography.
Conclusion – The silver bullet.
• Sugges:ons and opportuni:es.
• Relevant resources
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How to Develop a Systematic Review

Where and How to Begin?
Choose a topic or area of interest for research and begin to survey the
literature, looking for themes, theories, gaps in the knowledge, methods
employed, scholars in the ﬁeld, etc.

Today’s presentaBon suggests a strategy so
powerful that it can carry you to the gates of
mastery and publicaBon in your ﬁeld
Q: What is this powerful secret?
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Answer: The Systema0c Review –
The Art of the “Super Literature Review”
A systema5c literature review is a straigh7orward methodology o8en applied in
medical research, now used in the social sciences, including tourism studies
• A method – and opportunity – to investigate, master, and present research.
• Normatively (i.e. standards / reasons / judgements).
• Qualitatively (i.e. qualities / descriptions).
• Quantitatively (quantities / outputs / statistics).

• A documentary analysis particularly useful to research faculty.
• Knowledge of research productivity.
• Facilitates an understanding of scholarly output.

(Jogaratnam et al., 2005)

• A comprehensive coverage of a field of study.
• A primary research activity in its own right.

(Weed, 2006)
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Iden%fying types of Literature
Types of research (published)
•
•
•
•
•

Journals ☆
Books
Book chapters
Conference proceedings
Newspapers of record

Types of research (grey)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Theses and dissertations
Commissioned works
NPG/NGO
Government reports
Corporate sector (e.g.
economic impact studies)
Private sector
Websites
Videos
Other electronic sources

Quantity of research

• Pieces of research
• Institutional
contributors
• Author contributions
and citations
• Infometrics
• Bibliometrics

Research topics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Themes
Theories
Trends
Typologies
Methods
Results
Recommenda:ons

Presenta=on of results
•
•
•
•
•

Content analysis
Narra:vely / descrip:vely
Qualita:vely
Quan:ta:vely
Research produc:vity

Outcomes and benefits

• Mastery of the literature
and subject
• Knowledge gaps
• Database of authors, files,
references
• Trend analysis
• Meta-analysis
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Systema(c Review
Quantity of research
Pieces of research
Institutional contributors
Author contributions and
citations
Infometrics
Bibliometrics

Types of research
(published)

Journals ☆
Books
Book chapters
Newspapers of record

Theses and disserta?ons
Commissioned works
NPG/NGO
Government reports
Corporate sector (e.g. economic impact
studies)
Private sector
Websites
Videos
Other electronic sources

Long-term outcomes and
beneﬁts

Research topics
Themes
Theories
Trends
Typologies
Sta?s?cs
Methods
Results
Recommenda?ons

Types of research (grey)

Presenta3on of results

Content analysis
Qualita?vely (e.g. narra?vely /
descrip?vely / thema?cally
Quan?ta?vely (e.g. sta?s?cs)
Research produc?vity

Mastery of the literature and
subject
Knowledge gaps
Database of authors, ﬁles,
references
Trend analysis
Meta-analysis
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Grey Literature – Shades of Grey (slide 1 of 2)
• Examples
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Theses and disserta,ons.
Paper presenta,ons (without inclusion in conference proceedings).
Commissioned works (e.g. economic impact studies).
NPG/NGO reports and ﬁeld studies.
Government reports (e.g. mining sector reports).
Corporate sector (e.g. economic impact studies).
Public/private sector reports.
Websites.
Films/Documentaries/Videos/YouTube, etc.
Other electronic sources.

• Nega+ves

More than
50!

• Accessibility issues.
• Ephemera (e.g. internet blogs, unpublished posters, PowerPoint
ﬁles, etc.).
• Transient (here today, gone tomorrow).

• Posi+ves

• Unrestricted.
• Speed of dissemina,on.
• Poten,ally unlimited in scope, detail and length.
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Grey Literature – Shades of Grey (slide 2)
• Deliberately grey literature (i.e. intended readership
only) are poten2ally signiﬁcant in terms of ﬂexibility
in approach and content.
• Speed of dissemina5on to the private or public
domain, the opportunity to go into detail (e.g. not
restricted in size or word count).
• A window into developing ﬁelds of research where
tradi2onal academic materials may be limited or
unavailable.
• Examples include niche tourism and teaching geography.

Flexibility
Speed
Detail
Development
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Inclusion and Exclusion of Literature
Setting the boundaries – what’s in and what’s out
• Many references found on the internet or quoted in others’ written works do
not meet accessibility criteria and are therefore of limited value to future
research.
• Avoid ephemera (e.g. internet blogs, unpublished posters, PowerPoint files,
etc.).

Developing eligibility criteria
• Name(s) of author(s), venue, dates, and an accountable record of presentation or
proceedings for conference papers (including page numbers).

• Name of author, year of completion, university and its location for Bachelor,
Honors, Master’s, and PhD theses.
• Name(s) of author(s) or lead organization(s) (accountable for or commissioned
by), year, and type of publication for government or not-for-profit publications
or reports.
• Name(s) of author(s), year, and volume and page numbers of peer-reviewed
journal articles.
• Name(s) of author(s), year, publisher, chapter and/or title, and pages for books.

What’s in or
out?

You decide.
For example:
“only journal
ar>cles
published
between 2000
and 2020.”

Annotated Bibliography
(slide 1 of 3)

• Write a reference for each ﬁle
(each piece of research) according
to a given forma4ng style (such as
APA style).
• Write a synopsis for each
reference (a short summary or
“annota<on”).
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Annotated
Bibliography
(slide 2 of 3)

Example of
annota-on with
more than one
category
• Synopsis
• Contribu-on
• Methods
• Recommendations
• Suggestions for future
research
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY TEMPLATE
According to the Purdue Online Writing Lab (OWL, 2020), “Depending on the purpose of your bibliography, some
annotations may summarize, some may assess or evaluate a source, and some may reflect on the source’s possible
uses for the project at hand.”

Reference

Author

Year

Title

Place & Publisher

Jennings, G. (2007). Water-based tourism, sport, leisure, and recreation experiences. Burlington: Elsevier.

Summary

Jennings offers a discussion on fresh water and marine tourism focused on boating, sporting, adventure, and

Annotated Bibliography
♢ Basic Template
(slide 3 of 3)

sustainability, offering a market profile on surfing, noting that the sport of surfing pays great attention to
public concerns over water quality. Jennings discusses the example of Surfers Against Sewage (SAS), a notfor-profit organization founded by surfers who campaign for clean and safe recreational waters. The study
identifies that the organization’s use of media-catching images and proactive arguments based upon
published research has brought validity and success to the advocacy for clean water at surfing beaches.

REFERENCE
............................................................................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................................................................
SUMMARY
............................................................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................................................
REFERENCE
............................................................................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................................................................
SUMMARY
............................................................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................................................
REFERENCE
............................................................................................................................................................................................

• Note that annota-ons can be
tailored to a given topic or
theme in the research relevant
to a given project.
• In the example provided here, the
annota-on if aimed at a single
chapter in the book which is
dedicated to surf tourism.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................
SUMMARY
............................................................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................................................
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Organizing Files and Folders
As pieces of research are located and selected for a
given study or topic, convert and save all ﬁles as
PDF.
• Note: dummy ﬁles can be made for ar<cles not yet
accessible.

Name each ﬁle

(1) main author’s last name.
(2) year of publica<on.
(3) short catchy <tle.

156 pieces of research

Examples
Mar<n (2012) Systema<c Surf Tourism
Mar<n (2020) Thai Geo for ASEAN Edu

Once the ﬁles are placed in a folder, they will be
automa<cally organized in alphabe;cal order and by
year.
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Conceptual Framework for a Research-based Literature Review

Organizing
Files and
Folders

Developing an Annotated Bibliography and Database
LOCATE & ORGANIZE FILES
Search & locate appropriate research
articles

Database development

Download / convert to PDF
Review articles for content &
applicability
Rename articles by main authors’ last
name, year and an abbreviated title
(the article will match an alphabetical
reference list)
Create new folders by topic or
category

DEVELOP ANNOTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
EXAMPLE
Augustin, J.P., (1998). Emergence of surfing resorts on
the Aquitaine littoral. The Geographical Review,
88(4), 587-595.
Among the earliest research conducted on surf
tourism, the study explores the advent of surfrelated sports on the French Atlantic, especially
the development of surf resorts in the three
southernmost provinces, which were attributed
principally to an emerging trend in ‘freedomloving activities’, where surfing events are a key
determinant spawned by the members of surf
clubs and the synergies inspired among sponsors,
the media, and local communities.

EXAMPLE

Topic – Marine Tourism

Surf tourism
O’Brien (2007) Surf event leveraging
Dive tourism
Howard (2000) Diving tourism in
Hawaii
Cruise tourism
Johnson (2000) Atlantic Cruise Industry

For theses and exhaustive
research, an annotated
bibliography may be
incorporated as an appendix (i.e.
it is research in its own right)

IDENTIFY AND BUILD THEMES FOR
LITERATURE REVIEW
- Water Quality
- Eco-tourism
- Key locations

- Characteristics of marine tourists

- Surf tourism as a new area of marine
tourism
EXAMPLE
Theme – Surf tourism as a new area of
marine tourism

In recent years, surf tourism has emerged as a new
research area in marine tourism. Martin (2011)
identifies that prior to 1995, research in surf tourism
was limited, yet today there are over one-hundred
pieces of research.

Locate – organize – annotate – themes – review
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StevenAndrewMartin.com – Teaching and Learning
Conceptual framework by Steven Martin (2020)

Case Example – Surf Tourism
(slide 1 of 5)

• Quan%ta%ve
• Qualita%ve
• Trend analysis
• Evidence-based informetric approach to the
development, content, and current status of
surf tourism research in the academe.
• Inves%ga%on iden%fying intellectual linkages
which can be systema%cally counted, such as
the growth and produc%vity of studies.
• Reference list provides a seminal body of
documentary research materials on surf
tourism (i.e. a ‘corpus’)
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Surf Tourism
Systema/c Review
(slide 2 of 5)

Based on these
results, are there
research gaps? –
Where might we
consider conducting
research?

Surf Tourism
Systema/c Review
(slide 3 of 5)

Based on these results, where might
we consider submitting our research
for publication?

Surf Tourism
Systema/c Review
(slide 4 of 5)

Based on these results, who
might we contact for a personal
interview?

Surf Tourism Systema/c Review (slide 5 of 5)
Trend analysis identifies and
outlines the development of the
field of study… for example…
• Early Period (1997–2000).
• Formative Period (2001–2006).
• Progressive Period (2007–2011).

The publica,on of
this paper led to:
+ 100 cita.ons in
interna.onal
journals
+ 4 interna.onal
journal ar.cles
+ 1 book chapter
www.StevenAndrewMar.n.com

Thai Geography Case Example – Systematic Search
(slide 1 of 3)

Example – Set the methods or criteria
An analysis of the only known scholarly bibliography.
A survey of the Thailand’s na;onal journal index (TCI).
Thai library system databases.
Academic databases, including ResearchGate and Google
Scholar.
• Major book publishers and retailers in Thailand, explored
through searching books in print, websites, and enquiring at
retail outlets.
• Communica;ons and collabora;ons with interna;onal
researchers and academics.
•
•
•
•

• Par;cipa;on at interna;onal scien;ﬁc conferences.

• Personal interac;ons with Thai and interna;onal students
and faculty members while instruc;ng courses in Thai
geography.
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Thai Geography – Genera/ng Categories of Literature
(slide 2 of 3)

Categories of literature as a research outcome
“Research in its own right” – A qualita;ve result
Grey literature and websites.
Reports from governments and not-for-proﬁt environmental organiza;ons.
Physical geography literature (including geomorphology and geology).
Social science literature (including human, cultural, social, economic,
poli;cal and historical geographies).
• Regional geography resources.
• Tourism geography, ecotourism and geotourism literature.
•
•
•
•
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Thai Geography – Identifying Key Journals
(slide 3 of 3)

Sources of
literature as a
research
outcome
– Example of
quan:ta:ve
results
Based on these results, where might we consider
submiAng our research for publica:on?
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Conclusion – The Silver Bullet

(slide 1 of 3)

The systema*c review is founda*onal – a
“silver bullet” – to conduc*ng, wri*ng and
publishing scien*ﬁc research papers
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Conclusion: Beneﬁts of a Systema4c Review
Desk research (i.e. field research is not required).
Highly publishable as a research in it’s own right.
Highly citable once published.
Serves as a “super literature review” for future articles.
Mastery of the literature and subject area (long-term benefits).
Familiarity with scholars in the field of study.
Identification of knowledge gaps, hence justification of future research
areas.
• Results in a database of authors, files, references for future works.
• Can lead to future trend and meta-analyses.
• Can identify avenues for publication of your research.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Conclusion: Sugges.ons and Opportuni.es
• Opportunity to create a complete and forma.ve (ﬁrst-ever?) body of
tourism research literature.

“Corpus”

• A research publishable in it’s own right.
• A research compiled speciﬁcally for current analysis.
• A research compiled for future inquiry.

• Integra.on of your research into teaching and learning.
• Mastery of your ﬁeld of study or research area.
• Knowledge of topics, methods and scholars in a given ﬁeld of study or topic
area.
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Relevant Personal Resources from Today’s Talk
• Personal Website

• h/ps://www.stevenandrewmar8n.com/

• Searching and Referencing

• h/ps://www.stevenandrewmar8n.com/searching-and-referencing/

• Surf Tourism Research

• h/ps://www.stevenandrewmar8n.com/surf-tourism-research/

• Thai Geography

• h/ps://www.stevenandrewmar8n.com/thai-geography/

• List of Publica8ons
• h/ps://www.stevenandrewmar8n.com/publica8ons/
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Thank you
Asst Prof Steven A Mar/n, PhD
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